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1. Introduction. The following two results were proved by P.

Billard:

I. Let ¡-n (n= ±1, ±2, • • •) be independent random variables equi-

distributed on the interval (0, 2w]. Consider the random Fourier series

+00

(1) 2~L a" exp[in(x + £»)],
n=—oo

where an are fixed complex numbers. Then if (1) represents with prob-

ability one a function in L°°(0, 2ir), it represents with probability one a

continuous periodic function [l, Proposition A].

II. Let e„ be independent random variables taking the values +1 and

— I with equal probability. Consider the random Fourier series

+00

(2) 2Z> «n«n exp(inx),
n=—oo

where an are fixed complex numbers. Then if (2) represents with prob-

ability one a function in L°°(0, 2tt), it represents with probability one a

continuous periodic function [2, Théorème l].

The purpose of this note is to show that while I holds, when appro-

priately interpreted, for Fourier series on arbitrary compact groups,

II does not hold in general if the group is noncommutative.

The fact that a generalization of I holds for arbitrary groups follows

easily from Billard's original proof and some results of Kahane on

random series in Banach spaces [4, Théorème 2] and [5, Chapter II,

Theorem 1 ]. With the help of another result of Kahane [4, Théorème

3] and [5, Chapter II, Theorem 5] one can easily show that II holds

for Fourier series defined on an arbitrary commutative compact group.

Our example in §3 shows that II can fail at least for some noncommu-

tative groups.

One should notice that II is a stronger result than I, in fact an

application of Fubini's theorem yields that if II is true, the conclusion

also holds for random Fourier series of the type
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(3) 23 Xn exp(inx),

where Xn are independent symmetric complex valued random varia-

bles (symmetric means that Xn and — X„ are similar) [2, Théorème

6].

2. Billard's theorem for compact groups. Let G be a compact

group. Let {7?n}¿°=1 be a sequence of nonequivalent irreducible uni-

tary representations of G and let dn he the degree of Dn. Let £„ be a

sequence of independent random variables with values on G. We

assume that £„ are equidistributed, i.e. that the measure induced by

each of them on G is the Haar measure. Let tn be independent random

variables, also independent of the £„, taking with equal probability,

the values +1 and —1. We shall call the tn the Bernoulli random

variables. Let An be fixed dnXd„ matrices. We consider the random

Fourier series

(4) £ t„dn tr(AnDn(£nx)).

We want to prove the following

Theorem. If (A) represents with probability one a function in 7,°°(G),

then it represents with probability one a continuous function.

For the proof we use the following result of Kahane [4, Théorème

2] and [5, Chapter II, Theorem l].

Lemma 1. Let X„ be independent random variables with values in a

Banach space. Suppose that for each n, —Xn and Xn are similar (i.e.

they have the same probability distribution). Let S= ja,mj be an infinite

matrix satisfying !im„ anm = 1. Then if the event defined by the relations

lim sup
p p'~* »

lim sup lim sup
n—* °o p—* «

Z)a«

2a»

= 0        (n = 1, 2, • • ■ )

< »,

has probability one, the event defined by the relation

lim sup
p—*aa

I>„ < °o

a/50 has probability one.
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Corollary. If (4) represents with probability one a function in L"

then the event

lim sup
■p—* oo

2Z, tndn tr(AnDn(£nX)) < co

has probability one.

Proof. Let ka he a central approximate identity of L1(G) consisting

of trigonometric polynomials. That is (i) ka has a finite Fourier series

development, (ii) ||&«||i5¡l and lima \\ka */—/||i = 0, for every /EL1.

Since the closed ideal of L1 generated by the characters of the repre-

sentations {£>„}"_! is separable, we can choose a sequence {kn}

ç|fea| such that lim„||fe„ */—/||i = 0 for every/ belonging to this

ideal. Let en he the character of D„ and let kn * em = anmem. Then

lim„ anm = l. If fw (w£ß, the probability space on which the random

variables are defined) is the Lx function represented by (4), then

(5) "*n  *fu '   . tmanmßm X.r\JimJJrn\çmX)),

where all but finitely many coefficients a„m are zero. Thus kn */«

EC(G) and \\kn */M||ooá||^n||i||/B||«>; therefore the series (5) satisfies

the hypothesis of the lemma and the conclusion follows.

Proof of the Theorem. What follows is nothing but a translation

in the framework of arbitrary groups of Billard's proof of Proposition

A of [l]; the Corollary just proved will be used instead of Lemma 3

of [l]. Suppose that with positive probability (4) does not represent

a continuous function, then the argument given in [l, Lemma 5] or

[5, Theorem l] shows that there exist «>0 and numbers mk, Mk such

that mk<Mk<mk+i and

Pr<        2Z   tndntr(AnDn(tnX)) >e>   >

Let Uk= 2~ln=mkendn tr(AnDn(ltnx)), then by the reasoning made in

[6, p. 220],

(6) 2~^ Uk E L"    with probability one.

But then, applying the Corollary to the series in (6) we obtain

(7) lim sup
v

2~Luk
i-i

< »    with probability one.
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Let ß be the probability space on which e„ and £„ are defined. We

introduce probability spaces Ü' and ñ" and random variables t¿ and

£*" defined in a similar way on 0' and Q". Using Fubini's theorem as

in [l, p. 313] and the fact that for each co'QÜ' and each oi"QQ",

£*" (a")^n(co) and tí («')««(«) are similar, respectively, to £„(«) and

e„(co), we obtain that, almost surely with respect to ßXß'Xfi"

(8)

and

(9)

¿ tkUkdlx) Q L"
k=l

lim sup
p—> go

2 t'kUkti'k'x) <  oo.

The events || c7*(jc)|[00^e are independent, therefore almost surely

infinitely many of them are simultaneously verified. This implies that

for almost every o>£0 we can find a sequence fey such that || Ukj\\x ^«-

Also for almost every uQtl (8) and (9) hold with probability one

with respect to O'Xß". We fix now w£ß so that (8) and (9) hold

almost surely with respect to ß'Xß" and infinitely many open sets

7y= {xQG: | Ukj(x)\ >t/2} are nonempty. This oj£fl will remain

fixed in what follows. Let /ym(€/')-1Jy. The fi"-event J,-^0 has

probability one and because of the independence of £iy, almost surely

we can find a point of G which belongs to infinitely many J¡. We

choose then w" so that (9) holds almost surely with respect to Í2' and

a point xo belongs to infinitely many Jy. But if (9) holds almost

surely, in particular,

lim sup S «*#*(£*'*<>)< °°

almost surely (with respect to fl'; Uk(t;k'Xo) are now constants since w

and w" have been fixed). This implies by [6, (8.3), p. 213 and Remark

(d), p. 205] that £| Uk(£k'x0)\1< °o which contradicts the fact that

for infinitely many fe, | Uk(^kXo)\ >e/2.

Remark 1. The conclusion of the theorem also holds for random

Fourier series of the type ^¿,- tr(XiD{(x)) where X,- are independent

random variables such that .X",- is similar to —Xt and to XtDi(x) for

each xQG. A proof can be obtained using Fubini's theorem as in

[2, Théorème 6].

Remark 2. In the commutative case the hypothesis that

^€,dt- tr(AiDi(^ix)) represents a bounded function for every choice of

%iQG and €,= ±1 is sufficient to imply that the series represents a
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function belonging to L2(G) * L2(G). The example given in [3] shows

that this may be false in the noncommutative case.

3. A counterexample. As remarked in the Introduction, the con-

clusion of the theorem holds for random Fourier series, defined on a

commutative compact group G, of the type

00

X tnanjn(x)
n=l

where yn are characters of G and att fixed complex numbers. This fact

is an immediate consequence of Theorem 6 of [5, Chapter II] or of

the Corollary to the Theorem 3 of [4].

For noncommutative groups the situation is entirely different: in

this section we shall construct an example of a compact group G and

a series

(10) 2Z^í^(AíDí(x)),
i~X

which represents for every value of e¿ a bounded function and yet for

no such value it represents a continuous function. We let H he the

dihedral group which we represent faithfully as the group of two by

two matrices of the type

Ai   0\ /0    eA
I or )    with ei, e2 = ± 1.
\0    (J \e2   0/

We let Hn, n — l, 2, ■ ■ • , be copies of H and G = IXT-i Hn. Let
D„: G-^Hn be the irreducible representation of degree two obtained

by projecting G onto H„. Thus if xEG, x={xn}, xnEHn, then

Dn(x)=xn. Let vf'(x) be the entry in the upper left corner of the

matrix xn and v2n)(x) he the entry in the upper right corner. Define

fi(x) = vi  (x),

fz(x) = v2  (x)vi  (x),

fn(x)   = »2    (X)V2    (x)   ■   ■   ■ Vi    (X).

Then since  for  each   k,  vii)(x)v2)(x) = 0, fn(x)fm(x)^0  for  nj±m.

Moreover each/n belongs to the translation invariant subspace of L2

generated by the character of the representation D„ = Di®D2<g)

• • • ®Dn. Now the representations D„ are all irreducible, therefore
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the series

(ii) EW*
n=l

is a Fourier series of the type of (10). We also have that

sup
p

X «»/» è 1,

because for each x only one of the/„ will be such that fn(x) 9-^0. There-

fore (11) represents a bounded measurable function for every choice

of the tn. On the other hand it is easy to see that (11) cannot represent

a continuous function/ for any value of e„. Indeed if e„ are fixed we

define sequences xn and y.v of element of G by letting

Dn(xN) = Dn(yN) = (        j   if » < N,

Dn(xN) = (o    J    and    Dn(yN) = (~*  _°^   iln^N;

we have that liniAr yx = limjv xn, but f(x¡f) =fif(xN) =eN and /(yjv)

=/Ar(yjv) = —tN- Therefore/cannot be continuous.
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